
Open Source in Finance Forum is the sole conference dedicated to Open Source in Fintech.
We have a fantastic lineup, so register today and join us in NYC on December 8th!
(FINOS Members join for free! Get your discount code by emailing osff@finos.org)

Why Attend: Technologists

FINOS hosts 50+ open source and open standard projects in its landscape, so we've packed
three tracks with technology you start using the very next day after OSFF. This year we're
launching, in partnership with our sister foundation OpenJS, the OpenJS in Finance track
with world renowned speaker from the JS world, a dedicated FDC3 & Interoperability track in
reflection of massive growth of the standar, and finally then a Hot Topics Track that
addresses everything from supply chain security & SBOMs, to multi & hybrid cloud, to data
visualization for the visually impaired.

Why Attend: OSPOs and Developer Enablement

This year was the year of the Open Source Program Office (OSPO) in Financial services, with
20+ firms rolling out OSPOs across the buy-side and sell side. But there's still a long tail of
institutions that are embarking on the journey. So whether you have formed an OSPO already
or you work in the Legal / Compliance department and are trying to grapple with your open
source journey, you would not want to miss our Open Source Readiness track. Plus, for
financial institutions only, we are also organizing a financial OSPO Roundtable, so please
reach out to james.mcleod@finos.org if you'd like to get an invite..

Why Attend: Business & Compliance
Open source goes way beyond code, and the business across sell-side, buy-side, regulators,
and all the other constituents is quickly realizing how open collaboration is enabling better
interoperability (FDC3 anyone?), data standardization (heard about Legend?) and cost savings
in key areas like regulation (did you know we had a a Liquidity Coverage Ratio
implementation?). Make sure not to miss our Regulation track (with FINRA speaking)!

Why Attend: FINOS projects in action at Project Expo
If you haven't heard, we've invited members and non-members to show our community how
they are using FINOS projects in production. We'll have several demos and booths around
FDC3, the CDM (Common Domain Model), Timebase, Symphony, and more! An amazing way
to expand the "business" understanding of the FINOS landscape and build new connections
through our projects.
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